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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document is submitted in support of fulfilment of the requirements for Milestone 7 (Deliverable
2.1.1) of PrepSKA Work Package 2 (WP2) following the successful completion of the Monitoring and
Control Concept Design Review (CoDR).

1.2 Scope of the document
The document provides an overview of the Monitoring and Control review process, outcomes and
subsequent events and planning.

2

SKA Monitoring and Control CoDR

2.1 Overview and Context
The Monitoring and Control CoDR was conducted during the period 8 to 9 November 2011 at the
National Centre for Radio Astronomy (NCRA) in Pune, India. During this period members of the SKA
community presented the various aspects of Monitoring and Control element, including various
concepts, to a six member review panel.
The review panel consisted of members from industry and the Radio Astronomy community plus the
SPDO Project Engineer. The panel members were:
• Jo Lister, International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, France, (Chair)
• Peter Dewdney SKA Program Development Office, UK
• 3. Andreas Wicenec, International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia
• 4. Gianni Raffi, ALMA, European Southern Observatory, Germany
• 5. Vinay Vaidya, KPIT Cummins, India
• 6. Sonja Vrcic National Research Council, Canada
The review was also attended by various observers from across the SKA community.

2.2 Review Plan
To facilitate the review a plan was developed setting out:
1. The context of the review,
2. The purpose and expected outcome of the review,
3. The roles and responsibilities of the review participants
4. The logistics behind the review.
The plan was reviewed with the chairman of the review panel and was updated as and when
changes were encountered. The final revision of the plan was available two weeks before the start of
the review. The final revision of the plan is attached in Appendix A.

2.3 Purpose and Expected Outcomes of the CoDR
As outlined in the Review Plan the CoDR was conducted to evaluate:
2012-03-28
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•

The overall technical progress,

•

Whether the Monitoring and Control concepts available to the SKA are of sufficient maturity
to proceed to the next phase,

•

Whether all Monitoring and Control aspects of the project have been covered and where
gaps exist, whether adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.

The expected outcome of the review was input into the establishment of the signal processing
concept baseline. More specifically the Review Panel was requested to consider the following
questions:
1. Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
2. At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the
requirements?
3. Have interfaces to other aspects of the system been adequately identified and defined at
this stage of the program?
4. Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and
information in support of each option credible?
5. Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and
addressed during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
6. Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
7. Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?
8. Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule
and risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?

2.4 Documentation
In support of the review seven (7) documents were developed and distributed to the review panel
before the review. A significant portion of the reviewed documents were developed by the lead and
participating institutes.
The documents were made available to all the SKA liaison engineers, the observers, the SKA Science
and Engineering Committee (SSEC), International Engineering Advisory Committee (IEAC) and the
WP2 Management Team prior to the review.
Copies of the documents are available on the following site:
http://www.skatelescope.org/public/2011-11-08 Monitor_and_Control_CoDR/
and on the SKA wiki at:
http://wiki.skatelescope.org/bin/view/MonitoringControl/MandCCoDR

2012-03-28
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2.5 Review
The agenda followed during the review is shown in the Review Plan in Appendix A.
During the review several presentations, based on the documentation, were made. The
presentations aimed to represent the detail of the underlying documentation.
Copies of the agenda and presentations are available at:
http://www2.skatelescope.org/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=186
During the final afternoon of the review the panel provided their initial verbal feedback to the NCRA
and the observers.
The aspects mentioned during this debriefing session are all covered in the panel report and are
therefore not repeated here.

2.6 Review Panel Findings
The overall finding from the panel was that the milestone was successfully passed.

2.6.1 Summary of Findings
The finalised report from the review panel was received on 8 November 2011. The report contained
19 recommendations as well as other observations. The recommendations are an integral part of the
report and will therefore not be repeated here.
A copy of the review panel report is included in Appendix B.

2.7 Response to Review Panel Report
At this point it is not foreseen that a response to the Review Panel Report will be drafted. However,
the recommendations from the panel will be taken into account during the preparation and
structuring of the work to be done as part of stage 1 of the SKA preconstruction phase.

3

Next Steps

The next phase of the Monitoring and Control element will be initiated as part of the
Preconstruction Phase of the SKA.
----------0----------
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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document describes the plan and the charge to the panel for the Monitoring and Control
Concept Design Review (CoDR) for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project.

1.2 Scope of the document
This document will describe all matters related to the review itself. It will include logistics
surrounding the review as well as a preliminary agenda.

1.3 Date and Place
The SKA Monitoring and Control CoDRwill be held between the8thand10thofNovember 2011, at the
premises of the NCRA, in Pune, India.

2

CoDR definition and description

A CoDRis conducted at the end of the concept phase. The aim of the CoDR is to confirm that the
‘problem’ has been thoroughly explored and is well understood. Candidate technologies, technology
trends, technology options, the status of work already done and still planned by precursors, design
studies andwork at other pathfinder arrays is reviewed at this point.
At SKA CoDRsthe concepts presented may include a range of options. The CoDR review will focus on
whether first order solutions have been identified and are appropriate. Work in advancing
fundamental technologies known to be critical to the element may also be reported if this is
supportive of the concept and its feasibility. Concept Design Reviews are therefore the culmination
of the Concept phase of development where the demonstration of feasibility is the objective. In
subsequent phases of the project, technology options will be investigated and selections will be
made.Figure 1 shows the design review stages of the project.

Figure 1: Design review stages of the project

The concepts presented at a SKA domain CoDR should therefore not be over-defined, nor should
they contain any preliminary designs. This is because the requirements have not been fully captured
and detailed studies are in danger of being done too early.

3

Charge to the SKA M&CCoDR panel

The Review Panel is requested to consider the following questions:
2011-10-24
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

4

Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the
requirements?
Have interfaces to other aspects of the system been adequately identified and defined at
this stage of the program?
Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and
information in support of each option credible?
Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and
addressed during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?
Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule
and risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?

List of Documents for the M&CCoDR

The final deadline for publication of documents is24th October 2011. Review presentations will be
published on the SKA Indico site at: http://www2.skatelescope.org/indico/index.py.
CoDR documentation can also be accessed from the following link:
http://wiki.skatelescope.org/bin/view/MonitoringControl/MandCCoDR
The documentation under review at the M&CCoDR represents not just technical descriptions, but
project management and initial reference documents for the domain. This record set draws on other
project and system documents that have already been reviewed and documents from other
domainswhich are under development.

Comments and questions directed towards CoDR documentation should be recorded in the
Consolidated Observations and Action Register (COAR) sheet supplied in the same link as the
documents and sent to YogeshWadadekar (yogesh@ncra.tifr.res.in) at the NCRA. The NCRA is
responsible for the collection of comments and co-ordination of responses.

Table 1 provides a reference of the document numbers for the review documentation and what
aspects of the System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP) they cover.
CoDR Document
Monitoring and
ControlCoDR Review
Plan
Monitoring and Control
High Level Description

SEMP scope
List of documents in support of the CoDR.
Review panel members list
Dates, Venue and other logistics of CoDR
System Context and Scope
Integration and interfaces
First draft block diagram of the relevant system

Document Number

Monitoring and Control
Element Level

First draft requirement specification
First draft requirements traceability

WP2-005.065.020-SRS-001

2011-10-24

WP2-005.065.020-PLA-001
(this document)
WP2-005.065.020-TD-001
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Requirements

matrix/database

Monitoring and Control
Design Concepts
Description
Monitoring and Control
Design Concepts
Summary
Monitoring and Control
Element Level Risk
Register
Monitoring and Control
Strategy to Proceed to
the Next Phase

Description of domain concerns and concepts,
ideas and standard practices to address these
concerns
Description of main architectural options and
other variation points

WP2-005.065.020-TD-002

First risk register and related mitigation
strategies for each of the candidate
architectures
Strategy and plans for proceeding to the next
phase

WP2-005.065.020-RE-001

WP2-005.065.020-TD-003

WP2-005.065.020-PLA-002

Table 1 : Document Numbers for the M&CCoDR documentation set.

5

Participants

5.1 External Review Panel
The External Review Panel Chairman shall
 Organise and lead the External Review Panel;
 Review the documentation;
 Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part or
aspect of the project;
 Prepare and issue the External Review Panel Report, together with a list of the agreed
Actions;
The External Review Panel Members shall
•
Review the documentation;
•
Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part
or aspect of the project;
•
Support the Chairman in the preparation of the External Review Panel Report;

5.1.1 Panel Members
The list of Panel members is as follows :
1. Jo Lister EPFL (Chair)
2. Peter Dewdney SPDO
3. Andreas Wicenec ICRAR
4. Gianni Raffi ESO
5. VinayVaidya KPIT Cummins
6. Sonja Vrcic NRC-CNRC

5.2 Contributors
The NCRAshall
2011-10-24
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distribute the documentation to the External Reviewers no later than two weeks before the
review date;
Record all questions, comments and queries raised before and during the review;
Respond to questions, comments and queries before, during and after the review;
Co-ordinate the responses to the questions, comments and queries;
Organise and support the review meeting:
Provide the necessary facilities for the meeting;
Respond to agreed Actions within the agreed due dates;
Compile an overview report to the SSEC and PrepSKA Board after the review.

Presenters and contributors shall
• Attend and participate in the review;
• Provide written feedback with regards to any of the aspect of the review (including the
documentation) necessary;
• Provide contributions to allow the distribution of the documentation to the External
Reviewers no later than two weeks before the review date;
• Respond to questions, comments and queries before, during and after the review;
• Respond to agreed Actions within the agreed due dates.

5.2.1 Presenter List
Name

Initials& email

Organisation

AmritL. Ahuja

ALAamrit.ahuja@tcs.com

TRDDC

R. Balasubramaniam

RBSrbalu@ncra.tifr.res.in

NCRA

JayaramN. Chengalur

JNC chengalu@ncra.tifr.res.in

NCRA

Sunu Engineer

SEsunu@embeddedmachines.com

ECM

Yashwant Gupta

YGygupta@ncra.tifr.res.in

NCRA

Jitendra P.Kodilkar

JPKjitendra@gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in

NCRA

VivekMohile

VM vivek_mohile@persistent.co.in

PSL

Niruj MohanRamanujam

NMRmohan@ncra.tifr.res.in

NCRA

Subhrojyoti Roy Chaudhuri

SRC subhrojyoti.c@tcs.com

TRDDC

N. Swaminathan
YogeshWadadekar
T.J. Stevenson
Lize van denHeever
Ruud Overeem
Juan Carlos Guzman

NSswami.n@tcs.com
YWyogesh@ncra.tifr.res.in
TJSstevenson@skatelescope.org
LvdHlvdheever@gmail.com
ROovereem@astron.nl
JCGJuan.Guzman@csiro.au

TRDDC
NCRA
SPDO
SKA-SA
ASTRON
CSIRO

5.3 Observers
The Observers are invited to
2011-10-24
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•
•

Attend the review
Provide written feedback with regards to any of the aspect (including the
documentation) of the review after the review.

5.3.1 Invited Observers
SKA Liaison Engineers, IEAC panel Members, SSEC members, SPDO staff and M&C Domain
participating organisations will all receive invitations to the M&CCoDR.

6

Review Agenda
8th November 2011

08:00 – 09:00
09:00 – 09:30
09:30 -- 09:45
09:45 – 10:30

10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:45

11:45 – 12:30

12:30 – 13:00

13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:45

14:45 – 15:30
15:30 – 16:00
16:00 – 16:45
16:45 – 17:30

2011-10-24

Breakfast available
Panel members internal briefing
Welcome, House Keeping & Meeting Logistics
Introduction :
- Welcome and Intro to the SKA project
- CodR Scope definition, Objectives & Agenda
- M&C in the context of PrepSKA WP2
Coffee Break
M&C for the SKA : High Level Description
- M&C in the System Context
- Relationship to other systems
- Integration interfaces
- Gap Analysis
M&C for the SKA : Requirements Specifications
- Overview of requirements
- How reqs were derived from sys reqs (with
examples)
- Orphan requirements
M&C for the SKA : Design Overview - I
- Core functionality
- Related design concerns
Lunch
M&C for the SKA : Design Overview - II
- Design approach
- Design concept 1
- Design concept 2
- Comparison of design concepts
Existing project M&C, lessons from the
precursors – ASKAP
Coffee Break
Existing project M&C, lessons from the
precursors – MeerKAT
Existing project M&C, lessons from the
precursors – LOFAR

Closed Session
S. K. Ghosh, YW
TJS

YW

SE

ALA

NS

JCG

LvdH
RO
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November 9th 2011
08:00 – 09:00
09:00 – 09:30
09:30 – 10:15
10:15 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:15
12:15 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:45
14:45 – 15:30
15:30 – 16:00
16:00 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:30

Breakfast available
Panel members internal discussion
Interface with science data stream
Fault & performance management
Coffee Break
Security & safety issues
Continuous commissioning & evolution
Lunch
Realisation technologies – h’ware and s’ware
aspects : standards and emerging standards
Risk, Cost& Timelines
Way forward
END OF FORMAL PRESENTATIONS
Coffee
Free time – can be used for special requests by
Panel or for their internal deliberations.

Closed Session
JNC + NMR
NMR + VM
SE
JPK
SRC + RBS
TJS
YG

November 10th 2011
08:00 – 09:00
09:00 – 11:00

Breakfast Available
Closed Panel Meeting

11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:00
13:00 -- 13:10
13:15 – 14:00

Coffee Break
Wrap up & debrief with observers
Panel Report & Feedback
Wrap up and close of meeting
Lunch

7

Closed Session
Open parallel session
Panel Chair

Logistics

7.1 ReachingNCRA
The National Centre for Radio Astrophysics (NCRA) is located within the University of Pune campus
in Pune, India. The city of Pune is located 170 km south-east of the city of Mumbai in western India.
The main international airport hub serving Pune is Mumbai. Mumbai is well connected with direct
flights from most large airports abroad. The quickest way to get to Pune from Mumbai airport is by
taxi. We can arrange taxis to transport meeting participants from Mumbai airport to NCRA.
Pune is well connected to other international airports in India via domestic flights. If you are arriving
at other airports in India (e.g. Delhi), you should opt for connecting flights to Pune. We will arrange
pickups from Pune airport.

7.2 Weather
The weather in Pune in November is mild. It is usually clear with a maximum temperature of 30
deg. C and a minimum temperature of 15 deg. C.
2011-10-24
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7.3 Accommodation
We have reserved a few rooms at the YASHADA (YASHwantraochavan Academy of Development
Administration), located about 3 km from NCRA. Transportation will be arranged from YASHADA to
NCRA and back.

8

Contact Numbers

NCRA main numbers : +91-20-2571-9241, +91-20-2569-7107
Secretarial Support : +91-20-2571-9239 (ReenaShrikumar),
Transportation coordinator: +91-20-2571-9222 (D.V. Pawar)
YogeshWadadekar : +91-20-2571-9238 (Work), +91-20-2569-1252 (Home), +91-9823338400
YashwantGupta : +91-20-2571-9242 (Work), +91-20-2569-0293 (Home), +91-9881061930

8.1 Taxi Services
NCRA will help with making bookings for Mumbai-Pune taxis for pickup and drop-off at Mumbai
international airport. Contact ReenaShrikumar (reena@ncra.tifr.res.in) for assistance in this regard.

9

Food & Catering

NCRA will arrange all meals for meeting participants for the duration of the meeting.If you have any
special diet restrictions, please inform ReenaShrikumar(reena@ncra.tifr.res.in)

10 References
[1] T.J Stevenson, “System Engineering Management Plan”, SKA project document
WP2‐005.010.030‐MP‐001(F)
[2] KCloete et al, “PrepSKA FP7 Work Package 2 Project Plan”, SKA project Document MGT‐
040.030.002‐PLA‐001(I), Appendix F.
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1

Summary

The key findings and recommendations of the Review Panel are summarized in this report.
2

Introduction

The M&C Monitoring and Control Design Review (CoDR) was held from 8‐10 November 2011 at the
National Centre for Radio Astrophysics, (NCRA), Pune, India, hosted by the NCRA.
Appendix I lists the members of the Review Panel and their affiliations.
The Review Panel expressed many individual views during the presentations and during the following
discussions, but the Review Panel was in full agreement in all its recommendations and in its general
view on the M&C status, as presented in this report.

3

Preparatory Documentation and Organisation

The preparatory documentation, consisting of 7 review documents totalling over 200 pages, was
distributed to the Review Panel as planned, well before the meeting. The Review Panel considered all
these documents to be of high quality and appropriately technically detailed. The Review Panel
recognised the large level of effort required to prepare all these documents for the meeting, and they
thank the authors of all these reports for their preparation.
The technical and social logistics for the meeting were much appreciated by the Review Panel members
and created a very amicable environment for the Review.
One Review Panel member, Andreas Wicenec, was unable to obtain his visa, but participated actively in
the meeting and closed session Review Panel discussions by remote video and telephone link, and in the
preparation of this final report.
The agenda was respected to an unusual degree of precision.
The review was therefore considered by the Review Panel to have been correctly carried out.

4

Layout of this report and terminology

In the body of this report, we present an outline of the main issues raised, followed by a list of smaller,
more detailed issues. The response to the formal charge to the Review Panel, repeated in Appendix II,
follows.
More detailed points made by the Review Panel, document by document are included in six Consolidated
Observations and Action Register (COAR) sheets provided by the SPDO.
In this report, we refer to “project” as meaning either the “System” or the “SKA” interchangeably, due to
the evolving structure of the SKA, to signify a wider authority than Monitoring and Control. We refer to
M&C as Monitoring and Control in a general functional sense, without restriction to the evolving work
breakdown structure of the SKA. We refer to the “M&C team” as the multiple authors of the documents
08‐12‐2011
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under review.
We note that some issues were raised by the Review Panel on reading the documents provided and were
then reconciled during the presentations. We have tried to add a mention to our comments when this
was the case.
The recommendations by the Review Panel are expressed as “…should…” to remain compact, but this is
to be interpreted more correctly as “…might like to consider whether it would be appropriate to…”.

5

Major issues addressed

5.1

Position of the Monitoring and Control Element within the project

The Review Panel members expressed quite strong and somewhat varying views on the implication of
the project structuring on the role and positioning of M&C and this issue is explored in some depth. The
Review Panel avoided making any explicit recommendations on any restructuring of the project, and
restricted its observations to the positioning of M&C within the project as it is currently structured. The
Review Panel attempted to reconcile different views on this question by extracting the key issues which
were widely shared by the Review Panel members.
The observations on the positioning within the project, made by the Review Panel members, are
summarised as follows:
•

Other projects have incurred considerable difficulties due to the lack of a global software design
as well as to inadequate attention to a global integration of software elements, failing to ensure
seamless and efficient development, use of resources and delivery of planned performance.
Based on experience, this is the context for many of the Review Panel’s suggestions.

•

The issues of governance and homogeneity of software and software interfaces are exacerbated
by the geographical distribution of the project, not just the procurement1 partitioning.

•

M&C in all these senses has a very strong connection to other software developments.

•

A balance is needed between inappropriate subservience and apparent neglect of the
importance of high quality software engineering; appropriate project‐wide coordination of
software development therefore presents a potential gain to SKA, or conversely could present a
project risk if inadequately handled.

•

M&C inside SKA is a transverse activity with a strong binding to operations, to science
processing, to the science data flow, to Networks and to Timing.

•

Local M&C will be part of procurement packages and consequently the part of overall M&C
deployed by the M&C WBS is restricted to:
o Regional M&C;

1

“procurement” in this context designates the supply of design work and associated construction of significant
parts or aspects of the system from organisations which are partners in the project, but not within the SKA central
office. It does not mean purchase on the open market.
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o Central M&C;
o Integration of Local M&C and of “Domain M&C”.
•

M&C provides support to a number of software processes such as schedule creation and
validation, interfacing to the Science Data Stream, archiving of metadata and M&C data.

The Review Panel’s view can therefore be expressed summarily as:
•

The M&C aspect of the project encompasses many different technologies and interfaces (e.g.
embedded systems, signal transport, operations, real time, etc.).

•

A critical aspect of M&C is the software, a technology that cuts across many aspects and
components of the system.

•

The challenges associated with this project choice should not be understated.

•

The Review Panel strongly suggests the creation of a project‐wide computing policy consultative
body reporting to project management.

•

Such a body would have as its remit all computing governance issues such as:
o Standards, frameworks, data model, databases, data formats, networks, computer
hardware, archiving, operating systems, languages, HPC, tools, performance, science
analysis tools, IT, testing, methodology, releases,…. One aspect of this work will be to
provide a full definition of these items within the SKA context.

In view of the Review Panel’s strongly debated views on the importance of this issue, the Review
Panel has elaborated a proposal for the required purpose & scope, while recognising that this is work
in progress at the project level. The essence of the Review Panel proposal follows.
The key strategy in how to deal with this is to establish a computing “policy consultative body” with
representation from all relevant parties, formed under a framework set up by the SPDO/SPO to
agree and recommend standards and procedures for handling these issues project‐wide:
o The mandate and scope would be established by the project (SPDO/SPO).
o Membership would be by project (SPO/SPDO) appointment. External advisors could be
included, enabling the SPO/SPDO to take decisions based not only on system
requirements and subsystem group proposals, but having also obtained independent
expert opinions.
o The standards cover software and computing issues across the SKA system.
o The name could be “Computing Coordination Committee”, so as to emphasise the
project‐wide status of the group vis‐a‐vis the system. Its general mandate is to produce
recommendations to the central project on these matters.
o This would not amount to any system design, although such standards/procedures are
the ultimate responsibility of the project‐wide system group. The SPDO/SPO should
ratify any recommendations and could also have them externally reviewed if unsure.
This solution would not dilute the system design effort nor transfer system design authority to a sub‐
system group. The mandate and implementation details would be critically important in ensuring that
this does not happen. Thus, it is very important that SKA decisions are taken as a result of consultation
08‐12‐2011
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and agreement with the staff across the SKA project, resulting from proposals submitted to the
suggested policy consultative body.
The coverage and scope of M&C should be well understood across the project. The NCRA M&C group
and its current industrial partners seem to have a very good grasp of this. But a more succinct
description of it should be available, which includes examples.
The Review Panel realised that it will be important to establish this body at the appropriate stage, to be
defined. The Review Panel discussed the implications of the following issues:
o A stable, high‐level system architecture does not yet appear to be in place, nor do system
requirements.
o If system requirements are set up too late, then staff working at the lower level (M&C and
others) will make many working assumptions. These are likely to conflict and slow down system
development.
o The early availability of an architecture will prevent the participants from spending too much
time at a high ethereal level.
o With respect to the timing of the establishment of the suggested policy consultative body, it
should not be created so late that any technical battle lines are already drawn up.
The project level will have to assume their decisions given their own view of the wider issues outside
M&C. The Review Panel has expressed its views.
The Review Panel members considered multiple labels for such a committee, in some depth, and
concluded that the appropriate naming is not obvious, and left these decisions to the project, with a
view to usage across more elements of the project, which might impose different considerations. The
principal options were:
• Software governance (creating an allergy to governance)
• Computing policy (looking like government policy, removed from reality)
• Computing coordination (looking overly democratic)
• Computing consultative policy (looking like “you suggest, we decide”)
The Review Panel therefore simply maintained its position that ALL decisions with transverse
implications should be taken by a transverse mechanism allowing each stakeholder in each decision to
be heard and understood.
Recommendation: Given the project partitioning imposed for other issues of project optimisation, the
Review Panel recommends that a project‐wide “computing coordination standing committee” (or other
such appropriate mechanism) be envisaged, including representation from all concerned SKA Elements,
to ensure a project‐wide coordinated and integrated approach to all issues concerning computing. The
Review Panel puts forward its proposal in this sense to be considered at the project level.
Recommendation: The project should seek as a matter of priority to have early a unified design of the
main aspects of the software, particularly those related to astronomy operations. It is clear that a global
software design cannot and should not be done by a coordination committee, but only checked and
validated, by such a committee.
08‐12‐2011
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The Review Panel noted that this type of transverse policy making will probably concern other activities
within the project.
There was discussion on why SKA should take such an initiative, and to provide supporting explanations,
the Review Panel proposed the following simplified figure concerning the SKA, ITER and ALMA projects.

To understand this figure, we note that:
•

ALMA retained monolithic governance over all the software activities relating to science and
control, thereby avoiding project partitioning of these highly coupled activities. The ALMA
project did not contain an explicit system engineering activity, and so many of the system level
tasks were done at a lower level.

•

ITER has an in‐kind procurement model, like SKA, but recognised the danger of fragmenting the
M&C activities and kept these together inside the project, while allowing “Physics” and “IT” to
be under independent governance with informal links.

•

SKA has elected for procurement splitting of the tightly bound activities, and the Review Panel
proposes ensuring that coherence could be achieved by the recommended standing committee.

The Review Panel noted that other WBS areas of the project, possibly under totally different
procurement arrangements, are also strongly dependent on software developments, notably the Science
Data Stream processing and the Science Analysis. The SKA project could usefully ensure that “no one is
left out” or more importantly, “no one feels left out”.
08‐12‐2011
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5.2

Scope of the Monitoring and Control Element within the project

The Review Panel members agreed with the general scope of M&C presented by the M&C team, with a
couple of points raised:
•

The development of a GUI framework and the creation of operations GUIs could usefully be
placed inside the M&C scope as shown in the following figure rather than placed inside an
operations group scope; the reasoning behind this is that the specification of such GUIs is in the
domain of operations, but the implementation of such software interfaces is in the domain of
M&C and their frameworks; this puts the burden of GUI requirements on operations.

•

The provision of networks appears inside Timing, inside M&C and inside Science Data Flow; each
of these is specific in requirements; separating the physical routing and deploying of networks
from their technical specifications might bring advantages.

•

During the next Requirements phase (leading to SRR), the role of the M&C Element will be to
specify their estimate of non‐functional requirements for the M&C network and pass that to the
Networking Element.

•

The role of safety inside M&C is raised as a separate point (later) but the implementation of
safety functions inside M&C should be identified as a separate sub‐element to identify the
potential for conflict of interest during the deployment of any identified safety functions.

Again, the Review Panel had lengthy discussions on scope, and proposed the following figure to explain
their position.

08‐12‐2011
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Effort for the next phase

The Review Panel members were not convinced by the M&C team effort estimate and were unanimous
in considering it a risky underestimate. The Review Panel feared that the M&C team effort estimate had
factored in the clearly high initial M&C team zeal. The Review Panel members also recognised that the
effort required will be a function of the design options chosen during the design phase, and can only be
rough.
Recommendation: The Review Panel recommends that multiple additional software houses be asked to
estimate the level of effort to achieve the same M&C goals.
5.4

Safety functions

The Review Panel noted that safety appears in various documents with apparently different
connotations. There appears to be neither a list of safety functions to be implemented by M&C, nor a
mechanism within the project for identifying them. In the absence of such a safety function list, the
Review Panel could not comment on the implication of realising such safety functions, but raised a
caveat to the project. The architecture cannot be validated without the non‐functional requirements due
to safety being known.
The Review Panel cannot advise on the extent of the implication of safety functions on M&C, but during
discussions, all clear cases of safety functions were resolvable at the Local M&C level. However, it is the
last safety function to arrive which determines whether the architecture is appropriate!
08‐12‐2011
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Recommendation: The Review Panel recommends that the project establishes a mechanism for defining
all safety functions project‐wide, and specifically within Local, Regional and Central M&C in order to
validate the architectural choices proposed. This will also avoid durable misunderstandings.
Recommendation: The M&C team should filter the full M&C document set to identify and correct unclear,
incorrect or ambiguous use of “safety”, “safe”, “as safe as possible” to allow an engineering study of the
implications of safety functions to be made.
Sometimes the word “safe” appears to apply to the projection of equipment, whereas safety
conventionally refers to safety of persons and of the environment. A term such as “protection of
investment” is explicit, and forces separation of these functions with different non‐functional
requirements. Protection of equipment is an optional term, but might be considered less evocative of
the importance.
Recommendation: The project should identify “protection of investment” functions which it should
impose and provide a mechanism for quantifying. M&C could then generate a separate set of functional
and non‐functional requirements which are appropriate for satisfying these new project requirements.
5.5

Working assumptions

The Review Panel recognised and applauded the M&C team effort to establish appropriate working
assumptions to mitigate the absence of some formal requirements. Some working assumptions have
project‐wide implications, which could be of value to the project, but such assumptions will have to be
decided at the project level before flowing back down as system design requirements.
Recommendation: The M&C team should clearly identify their working assumptions separately from
meeting the formal requirement, to avoid losing sight of their potential instability.
5.6

Project phasing

Linked to the previous point, M&C has the requirement to be functional before the first commissioning
of any technical infrastructure. This requires M&C to advance faster than almost all other Elements.
There is therefore a strong risk that the other Elements will end up catching up by inventing new and
very late requirements. The architecture will then have to be adapted to fit, leading to non‐optimal or
even inappropriate solutions. One source of mitigation is to make use of simulation, as used in other
similar projects, to expose the M&C design decisions for validation at the peer level and at the project
office level.
Recommendation: The project and the M&C team should recognise the difference in phasing between
their development and implementation paths and both should be proactive in ensuring that the working
assumptions are converted to requirements so that all technical Elements should complete their
requirements on time for M&C. The panel recognises that this is easy to say and tough to achieve.
As a result of this pessimistic view based on previous experience, the Review Panel predicts that the
M&C group will continue to develop their assumptions and submit them upwards for acceptance and
conversion into down‐flowing requirements.

08‐12‐2011
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5.7

Long development time

The long development time brings challenges such as persistence of zeal, staff churn and SW/HW
obsolescence, which should appear in the management approach to moving forwards. The Review Panel
noted that the JET tokamak, 30 years after construction, finds IEC 62402 2 to be appropriate.
Provision for incorporating new technologies seamlessly during the long project period should be an
integral part of the design. One proposed approach is to analyze the system using Failure Modes, Effects
and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) methodology and then to use that knowledge to decide plug‐in points
for plugging in new technology components. Inserting a new component requires removing the old one
and removing that old component is same as simulating a failure. Thus, FMECA should help in the
formal analysis of evolving technologies.
The Review Panel did not hear any discussion of the effects of the long development time on cost
increases due to project evolution.
Recommendation: The M&C team should factor the long development time into the design, considering
obsolescence, evolving technologies and staff churn. The M&C team should consider formalizing the
effects of evolving technologies as a spin‐off of FMECA.
5.8

Systems Engineering approach

The Review Panel recognised and fully supported the presence of a strong systems engineering approach
to the SKA, but warned that this approach may implicitly assume a perfect and stable design. Systems
Engineering also enables solutions to challenges, without explicitly solving these challenges. Since
designs are normally neither perfect nor stable, the project should declare its Design Change approach.
Systems Engineering does not ensure a "single brain" requirement of any project at the highest level.
This observation is backed up by experience on ITER with a strong systems engineering approach in a
distributed environment and nonetheless a number of persistent challenges.
A Systems Engineering approach naturally implies a top down design and an appropriate partitioning of
the project. A top down design of software should naturally follow from this partitioning, to avoid
arbitrary interfaces between M&C and S&C.
Recommendation: The Systems Engineering approach should be backed up by appropriate and
manageable Design Change and Non‐Conformity procedures to allow the project, including M&C, to
adapt to the reality of moving goalposts in any science project.
5.9

Architecture options

The two options are not considered by the Review Panel to be competitors and the "service capability"
might be overlaid on the conventional hierarchical model – a point recognised by the M&C team.
5.10 Peer telescopes
The Review Panel recognised the usefulness of the ASKAP, MeerKAT and LOFAR contributions to the
review meeting.

2

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC): “Application Guide on Obsolescence”.
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Recommendation: The M&C team should maintain close contact with the developments of the three
projects during the next SKA phase to share a maximum of available experience and data. Contact with
other relevant astronomy projects and other big physics fields should be maintained by actively asking for
information and also through conferences such as ICALEPCS.
Caveat: Coherent M&C is generated by a single project view of the requirements and frameworks, not by
borrowing bits of functionality used elsewhere. Ownership of the solutions remains with the M&C team
even if imported or recommended.
5.11 Strong link to operations
M&C is primarily a service to integrate procured equipment into a functional whole. The functioning of
the whole is not described in this document (naturally) but there is no reference to an operations model.
However, the Review Panel understands that this development is underway and wishes to underline its
importance for validating the M&C approaches within the operations context.
Recommendation: A project‐wide operations model should be established to avoid M&C having to
generate their own model based on undocumented or not discussed implicit understandings which come
to light far too late in the project.
It is essential that this be defined and analysed in sufficient detail (e.g. observation modes, degree of
parallelism offered, units of observations, definition of observing programs and execution stages, data
flow concepts and life cycle), as precise interfaces between M&C and S&C can only be based on this.
5.12 Reliability and availability
A number of reliability and availability issues were raised during presentations. The availability and
reliability should be clarified with some profiles of availability and how these profiles would have an
effect on the gathering of science data. Percentage availability is not adequate as an input to M&C. This
is not obvious to the non‐astronomer. It was not clear whether M&C should be single fault tolerant, or at
what level in the Central/Regional and Local M&C availability is to be defined. This should be done in
detail for the next phase.
Fault analyses of the FMECA type should be begun to clarify these issues, and to identify in which areas
of M&C the greatest level of availability of M&C is required.
It was clearly recognised that a strong point of the M&C design is to factor unavailability into the
operating system as a science data optimisation problem.
Recommendation: The M&C team should analyse whether application of IEC 615083 SIL 4 ‐2, SIL‐3
standards would be appropriate for SKA in view of the international procurement.
5.13 Incremental approach
A number of life‐cycle issues were addressed, but these were more concerned with the software version
releasing. The other aspect to incremental approach is to define an early end‐to‐end, or vertical slice,
3

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC): “Functional Safety of Electrical/Electronic/Programmable
Electronic Safety‐related Systems”
4
Safety Integrity Level
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prototype to validate the design architecture and the framework.
The incremental development model should be expanded and made more explicit to prepare for the
next phase with test benches, prototypes etc.
Since the project duration is very long, it is desirable to have an intermediate phase, SKA 0, after about 3
years. At the completion of this phase, one should be able to demonstrate complete s/w, integration
with limited h/w, and the ability to get science data.
Recommendation: The M&C design team should propose a minimum end‐to‐end system which would
demonstrate that the chosen architecture and framework meet the existing requirements, and should
propose a timescale for achieving this milestone.
5.14 Required functionalities
Required functions to be provided for M&C should be clearly identified, with their non‐functional
requirements. The allocation of functions to components of the framework should be made to drive the
selection of tools and frameworks, at the project level. This same action should ideally be requested of
all other domains, especially science requirements.
Recommendation: The M&C team should more clearly identify the allocation of functions within their
proposed framework while developing the next phase.
5.15 Extension to SKA2
The SKA1 performance can be reached. However, extension to SKA2 depends on the precise non‐
functional requirements of SKA2. Since M&C is weak in down‐flowing non‐functional requirements, the
issue of extension to SKA2 was not well treated in the documentation, or by the Review Panel. The
Review Panel report does not, therefore, express a view on this issue which was specifically in its remit.
Discussions touched on communications bottlenecks, the size of the overall world view and the
volume/rate of archived data.
Recommendation: A set of working assumptions for SKA2 should be derived for the SRR and should be
examined to determine which of them is going to create a challenge using the SKA1 design.
5.16 Metadata and Data Model
Metadata have a specific meaning in the community, and represent a subset of the project data.
Engineering data are held separately and the science stream is handled separately. Completeness and
formatting of all data, however they are referred to, should be addressed at the project level to avoid
replication, project boundaries and holes.
Recommendation: The whole project‐wide data model should be sketched out to determine ownership
and partitioning and to ensure the lack of overlap or gaps.
5.17 Use of simulators
The use of simulators was raised in the MeerKAT presentation and this is supported by the Review Panel.
However, optimal use of simulators requires them to be developed before project maturity.
08‐12‐2011
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Recommendation: The M&C team is encouraged to explore enhanced usage of simulators, now more
common in M&C systems, and to ensure that resources are available to take advantage of them during
the design phase.
6

Other issues addressed more briefly

The Review Panel identified a number of other issues to be noted, without developing them, or making
formal recommendations. They are listed in the following table, in no particular order.
Issue

Comment

Backup network
to regional M&C

Attention should be made to ensure that the availability and reliability meet with
requirements. The requirements on field backup are not clear. What are the costs
of losing this backup? What equipment depends on connectivity?
The network bandwidth for M&C appears to be a negligible fraction of the science
data stream networks. A figure should be available for the M&C requirement on
Networks, and on the schedule for providing it.
The estimate of number of monitoring points, M&C data flow and M&C archived
volumes should be refined in the next phase. Cost impacts of the refined numbers
have to be analysed. Sampling rates and data refresh rates should not be
confused.

Network
bandwidth
Number of
monitoring points

Domain M&C

The Review Panel was not convinced by the architectural requirement to identify
Domain M&C as separate from Local M&C with complex local control ‐ this needs
to be analysed, defended and expanded

Intelligent
Resource
Management

The Review Panel recognises the requirement to plan ahead for advanced
methodologies and fully supports the inspection of the current architecture to
ensure that it is capable of taking this, and other advanced concepts, on board.

Show‐stoppers

The Review Panel agreed with the M&C team that for the scope of M&C as
reviewed, the performance and functional goals should be met with today's state
of the art technologies; provision for technology evolution should be made.

Self‐tests

M&C should develop a view on built‐in self‐tests at the Local M&C level, but also
at the Regional and Central M&C levels.

Requirements

The Review Panel noted that the project recognises the shortcomings of the
down‐flowing requirements.

S&C data flow

The Review Panel noted that meeting the S&C data flow requirements is outside
the M&C scope, but a description of the non‐functional requirements on the
science data flow would have been helpful at the top level.
The Review Panel approved of the realistic approach taken on risk identification
and is adding some items in the report.

Risks
Concept of
Operations

08‐12‐2011

The M&C team had to make assumptions concerning SKA operations and the
Review Panel noted that a concept of operations document is being prepared at
the project level.
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Common software
platform

The scope of a common software platform should be identified

Database design

Partitioning and localisation of the very large project data model has not yet been
addressed and should be thought about during the next phase at the project level
and possibly reviewed by the user community. The M&C data model including
configuration and monitoring is one part of this.

Data life cycle

The long timescale of SKA increases the importance of the approach to the data
life cycle and this should be stressed more.
The long timescale of SKA increases the importance of the approach to the
software life cycle and this should be stressed more

Software life cycle
System
maintenance

The Review Panel did not see enough consideration for system maintenance,
which should be developed for the next phase

Vocabulary
Nomenclature

Coherent M&C vocabulary in the project level documents is essential
The Review Panel finds "Software and computing" a strange WBS partitioning,
since most Elements have both inside them.

Part tracing

Part tracing is an M&C service which is mentioned, but should be expanded in the
next phase.

System health

System health, on‐line diagnostics, self‐testing at all levels and availability were
recognised in the documents, but in view of the size of SKA, the importance of this
should be better stressed.

Simulators

The use of simulators clearly represents a strong potential for helping SKA, as in
MeerKAT. A strategy for cost‐effective use of simulators to enhance the success of
M&C should be created during the next phase.

Automation

The M&C team presented orchestration as the primary role of Central M&C but
there was no discussion on the frameworks for ensuring this complex automation.
It appears from other big projects that there is no widely accepted standard
emerging and a “do it yourself” approach could have a significant cost.
Failure modes analysis will be done in the next phase. A specific challenge for SKA
is the analysis of the effect of evolving technologies on the different components
in the full system. This will lead to a scheduling of the deployment of technology
changes to enhance the critical path.
The Review Panel did not see any formal discussion on the use of WiFi for sensors
data flow. They assume that this will simply be not allowed for RFI reasons, but
this should be rendered explicit, even if self‐evident to the M&C team
The Review Panel wondered how far the correlator processing could be done with
quad core processors. This appears to be outside the scope of M&C and was not
pursued further.

Failure modes

WiFi

Correlator
processing

7

Gaps in the CoDR documentation

The Review Panel was positively and pleasantly surprised by the small number of gaps they could identify
apart from those resulting from unclear system level requirements or still fuzzy borderlines with S&C,
already mentioned. However, after some effort, they propose:
•

Safety functions are ill defined;
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•

The challenges of software life‐cycle in a large, geographically divided and complex project are
large and were not appropriately addressed yet; however there is nothing specific to the SKA
which makes this challenge different; this gap is therefore not a concept criticism at the level of
M&C;

•

The challenges of creating and maintaining documentation in a large, geographically divided and
complex project are large and were not appropriately addressed yet; however there is nothing
specific to the SKA which makes this challenge different, as was mentioned by the 3 peer
projects; this gap is therefore not a concept criticism at the level of M&C;

•

The evolution towards a practical deployment of the M&C solutions in a prototype, or pre‐series
approach or an early integration approach merits attention; this issue is an M&C issue at the
prototype level, but could become a project issue if an early integration path is created.

Recommendation: The Review Panel recommends that the issues of software life‐cycle be under the
mandate of the proposed transverse committee, see above, and that the issues of documentation be
handled at the project level to ensure conformance by M&C subsequently.
8

Overall progress of the design

The design appears to the Review Panel to be in an appropriate state given the state of definition of the
requirements, appears not to be close to the project critical path and has not identified any mission
critical issues inside M&C. With the exception of two project‐wide issues, the Review Panel identified no
gaps and considered that the M&C team has covered all the issues they would have expected to see. The
Review Panel therefore considered that M&C does not present a high project‐risk given the provisos
expressed in this report.
9

Comments related to specific questions in the Review Panel charge

The Review Panel was asked to evaluate the overall progress of the M&C project Element using eight
different criteria used project‐wide. These, and some additional Review Panel's observations, are
provided below.
1. Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
The Review Panel considers that the requirements cannot be complete without completion of the flow‐
down from the project level. The approach to the requirements appears to correspond to the methods
being applied project‐wide. There are a large number of TBD non‐functional requirements flowing down
into M&C which will have to be hardened before the SRR can be prepared, since the SRR requires these
as inputs.
A number of system requirements do not conform to the project standards stated and should be cleaned
up.
The M&C requirements derived from existing requirements flowing down into M&C appear to be
appropriate.

2. At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the requirements?
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The M&C group presented a very complete understanding at the conceptual level.
No show stoppers were identified given the existing requirements.
A large number of issues to be analysed in the next phase was already identified by the M&C team.
The Review Panel did not identify any specific issue which the M&C team might have incorrectly
analysed (with the exception of safety). The M&C goals, as quantified, therefore appear achievable.
3. Have interfaces to other aspects of the system been adequately identified and defined at this stage
of the program?
The M&C group has been very creative in anticipating working assumptions on interfaces to move
forwards. These will have to be validated at the project level. However, this cannot be a substitute for a
missing global view of the whole software domain at the system level, which the panel has
recommended that the project develops as soon as possible.
The issues related to interfaces were raised under the position of M&C within the project. The interfaces
are defined adequately for this stage of the project, but not adequately to assemble all the down‐flowing
requirements for the SRR.
4. Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and
information in support of each option credible?
The options are considered to be credible.
This judgement is supported by state of the art usage, but the missing non‐functional incoming
requirements do not allow us to confirm the apparent credibility.
The Review Panel agreed on the hierarchical approach being the baseline, but encourages the M&C team
to pursue encapsulating some specific features of the “service oriented” model.
5. Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and addressed
during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
The Review Panel noted that all issues raised during the meeting had been raised in the documentation,
with the noted exception of safety.
6. Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
The system risk profile is extensive, appropriate and on the way to completion.
The M&C risk profile contains missing links upwards, presented by the M&C team.
The work is considered to be appropriately advanced.

7. Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?
The Review Panel noted that some mitigation relied on Systems Engineering solving “all” problems and
warned that SE helps solve a very wide range of problems, but not all problems.
The geographical separation of the project as a whole is not adequately solved by a paper trail and will
require significant travel to ensure harmony long term. Video conferencing supports work in progress
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effectively, but does not enhance mutual understanding. M&C has many interfaces and therefore travel
will be costly relative to the overall Element cost, as exposed by the M&C team.
There might well be a conflict between the early required M&C functionality and the evolution of the full
project requirements and interfaces (mentioned above).
The mitigation, plans to manage the risks, is mostly appropriate, but the Review Panel warns against
three points:
•

Reliance on peer predecessors – is there a perfect predecessor?

•

Assumption that industrial methods are a panacea – so why does industry sometimes fail in spite
of appropriately applied methodologies ?

•

Assumptions that establishing procedures guarantees their usage ‐ idem

8. Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule and
risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?
The Review Panel expressed a strong reserve on the M&C team estimate of effort for the phases
presented and asks how much optimism was factored in.
The design and construction of M&C up to a functional system for early infrastructure commissioning
should be explicitly resourced.
Technically, provided the requirement down‐flow is available on time and the resources are appropriate,
the M&C team should meet its technical goals within the time allotted.
Meeting the intermediate project review goals does not appear to present a difficulty if adequate
resources are available.
The Review Panel did not identify any shortcomings which should halt the progress towards SRR and
PDR.
However, under this bottom‐line charge, the Review Panel echoes its principal caveats:
•

The requirements need a lot of work before the SRR.

•

A number of non‐trivial project issues were raised by the Review Panel requiring input to M&C
before SRR and the scheduling of the SRR should be adapted to progress on these project issues.
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10 Appendix I: Review Panel Membership
Peter Dewdney, SKA Project Engineer, SPDO, dewdney@skatelescope.org
Jo Lister, Senior Scientist, CRPP‐EPFL (Chair), Jo.Lister@epfl.ch
Gianni Raffi, ALMA , graffi@eso.org
Andreas Wicenec, ICRAR, andreas.wicenec@uwa.edu.au
Vinay Vaidya, KPIT Cummins, Vinay.Vaidya@kpitcummins.com
Sonja Vrcic, NRC Canada, sonja.vrcic@nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca

11 Appendix II: Review Panel Charge
A CoDR is conducted at the end of the concept phase. The aim of the CoDR is to confirm that the
‘problem’ has been thoroughly explored and is well understood. Candidate technologies, technology
trends, technology options, the status of work already done and still planned by precursors, design
studies and work at other pathfinder arrays is reviewed at this point.
At SKA CoDRs the concepts presented may include a range of options. The CoDR review will focus on
whether first order solutions have been identified and are appropriate. Work in advancing fundamental
technologies known to be critical to the element may also be reported if this is supportive of the
concept and its feasibility. Concept Design Reviews are therefore the culmination of the Concept phase
of development where the demonstration of feasibility is the objective. In subsequent phases of the
project, technology options will be investigated and selections will be made.
The concepts presented at a SKA domain CoDR should therefore not be over‐defined, nor should they
contain any preliminary designs. This is because the requirements have not been fully captured and
detailed studies are in danger of being done too early.

Charge to the SKA M&C CoDR Review Panel
The Review Panel is requested to consider the following questions:
1. Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
2. At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the requirements?
3. Have interfaces to other aspects of the system been adequately identified and defined at this stage of
the program?
4. Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and information
in support of each option credible?
5. Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and addressed
during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
6. Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
7. Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?
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8. Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule and risk
mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?
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